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Nadège David, M-A-1-0-0, 2014, Chinese ink, watercolour and pencil on paper, 56 x 75.5 cm

PRESS RELEASE
April 25, 2014

Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam – Galerie Quynh is pleased to present “Ho®s-Sol” (SoilLess®), an exhibition of new works by Nadège David. The artist’s first solo exhibition at
the gallery comprises drawings and sculptures that examine and question the
connection between Human and Animal.
Expressing a deep engagement with and concern for issues that explore the univocal
aspect of this fragile relationship, David’s works are inspired by a fascination with
anatomy, science, philosophy and human behaviour, as well as socio-political and
economic realities.
“Ho®s-Sol” refers to the displacement of animals from their soil and their native state
of being, transformed into mere objects, functional only in a multitude of categories
made up by mankind. The ® alludes to this humanised identification and
objectification of animals, and their metamorphosis into merchandised property.
David explores the specific relationships that mankind has created with animals, their
diversity apparent in her artwork titles – arranged in a scientific, entomological
categorization with initials and numbers like labels for scientific specimens. In
Domestic Animal (DA), the animal is represented in its domesticity, with children
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contending a cute creature that becomes akin to a stuffed toy or a child riding a lion
that has lost its fierce nature.
The imagery of Mythical Animal (MA) – in the form of a dead festering pachyderm –
evokes the killing of animals throughout human history and what French philosopher
Gilles Deleuze refers to as “the Death of the Animal”, eventually leading to extinction
and becoming mythology. David’s sculptures reference this notion of death, through
the creation of a mortuary collection of insects and small critters on colourful
deathbeds sealed in glass vases. These sculptural works, reminiscent of a cabinet of
curiosity, push her practice beyond the limitations of two-dimensionality and
continue her narratives on a more tangible material plane.
While David does not aim to deliver moralising teachings, her haunting works
communicate relevant truths about some of the harshest realities of human history
born of the connections between Man and Nature.
The artist retains a childlike stupor and curiosity, and a sense of awe for the beauty of
Nature – emotions that have often been forgotten through mankind’s history of
exploitation towards other living species. Her creative process mirrors this attentive
sense of wonder, her works slowly developing through time: she draws, she pauses,
she observes, she continues.
Inspired by the precision of scientific drawing and Asian aesthetics, her watercolour
and ink drawings spontaneously take shape and evolve organically – like the
unpredictable flow of China ink on paper – mimicking the growth of living beings.
Almost playful in their manifestation, David’s subjects unveil a sinister nature that
appears alien and devious, whilst retaining a familiarly anthropomorphic aspect. The
artist’s instinctual creative process reveals an obsessive attention to details and to the
composition of organic structures that take on a life of their own.
David states, “Drawing emerges to me as an expression of exchange between images,
thoughts, and the languages of real and imagined worlds.“
David’s oeuvre has the potency to transport the viewer into a parallel world of quasimagical beings that draws upon man’s innermost nature, creating delusions and dark
fantasies that touch the deepest recesses of our human subconscious.
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ABOUT NADEGE DAVID
Born in 1975 in Poissy, France, Nadège David received an MA in Political Philosophy at
University La Sorbonne, Paris, and an MA in Contemporary Political Philosophy,
University of Paris VIII. She was a lecturer in Sociology at University Marne La Vallée
between 1999 and 2005.
David’s first solo exhibition, “Experience sweet and relaxing dreams”, was held at Mai’s
Gallery, Ho Chi Minh City, in 2007. The artist has exhibited in various group
exhibitions, including at Galerie Vue Privée in Singapore and Galerie Quynh.
Nadège David lives and works in Ho Chi Minh City.

ABOUT GALERIE QUYNH
Established in December 2003, Galerie Quynh is the leading contemporary art gallery
in Vietnam. Working with a select group of emerging, mid-career and established
Vietnamese artists, the gallery also exhibits the work of distinguished artists from
around the world. In keeping with its mission to support education and develop an
infrastructure for the arts in Vietnam, the gallery collaborates with artists, curators and
art spaces locally and internationally to organize talks and lectures as well as to
produce publications in English and Vietnamese. In May 2014 the gallery’s non-profit
initiative, Sao La, will be launching at the HCMC Fine Art Museum. The project space
will not only serve as a platform for exhibitions, film/video screenings, workshops and
lectures but also as an informal space for young Vietnamese artists to experiment,
challenge and develop their creative practices.
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EXHIBITION INFORMATION
Artist:

Nadège David

Exhibition Title:

Ho®s-Sol

Exhibition Dates:

May 8 – June 7, 2014

Opening Reception:

Thursday, May 8 from 6pm to 8pm at the Dong Khoi gallery
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Venue:

Level 2, 151/3 Dong Khoi, District 1, Ho Chi Minh City
10am to 7pm, Tuesday to Sunday and by appointment

Contact:

Ms. Celine Alexandre (English and French)
celine@galeriequynh.com
Ms. Quyen (Queenie) Pham (Vietnamese)
queenie@galeriequynh.com

Telephone:

+84 8 3836 8019 / +84 8 3824 8284

– end –
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